


Informally, a randomized algorithm (in the sense of [59] and [82]) is one which bases some of its

decisions on the outcomes of coin flips. We can think of the algorithm with one possible sequence

of outcomes for the coin flips to be different from the same algorithm with a different sequence of

outcomes for the coin flips. Therefore, a randomized algorithm is really a family of algorithms.

For a given input, some of the algorithms in this family might run for an indefinitely long time.

The objective in the design of a randomized algorithm is to ensure that the number of such bad

algorithms in the family is only a small fraction of the total number of algorithms. If for any input

we can find at least (1− ε) (ε being very close to 0) portion of algorithms in the family that will run

quickly on that input, then clearly, a random algorithm in the family will run quickly on any input

with probability ≥ (1 − ε). In this case we say that this family of algorithms (or this randomized

algorithm) runs quickly with probability at least (1 − ε). ε is called the error probability. Observe

that this probability is independent of the input and the input distribution.

To give a flavor for the above notions, we now give an example of a randomized algorithm. We

are given a polynomial of n variables f(x1, . . . , xn) over a field F . It is required to check if f is

identically zero. We generate a random n−vector (r1, . . . , rn) (ri ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , n) and check if

f(r1, . . . , rn) = 0. We repeat this for k independent random vectors. If there was at least one vector

on which f evaluated to a non zero value, of course f is nonzero. If f evaluated to zero on all the

k vectors tried, we conclude f is zero. It can be shown (see section 2.3.1) that the probability of

error in our conclusion will be very small if we choose a sufficiently large k. In comparison, the best

known deterministic algorithm for this problem is much more complicated and has a much higher

time bound.

1.2 Advantages of Randomization

Advantages of randomized algorithms are many. Two extremely important advantages are their

simplicity and efficiency. A major portion of randomized algorithms found in the literature are

extremely simpler and easier to understand than the best deterministic algorithms for the same

problems. The reader would have already got a feel for this from the above given example of testing

if a polynomial is identically zero. Randomized algorithms have also been shown to yield better

complexity bounds. Numerous examples can be given to illustrate this fact. But we won’t enlist

all of them here since the algorithms described in the rest of the paper will convince the reader.

A skeptical reader at this point might ask: How dependable are randomized algorithms in

practice, after all there is a non zero probability that they might fail? This skeptic reader must

realize that there is a probability (however small it might be) that the hardware itself might fail.

Adleman and Manders [1] remark that if we can find a fast algorithm for a problem with an error



probability < 2−k for some integer k independent of the problem size, we can reduce the error

probability far below the hardware error probability by making k large enough.

1.3 Randomization in Parallel Algorithms

The tremendously low cost of hardware nowadays has prompted computer scientists to design paral-

lel machines and algorithms to solve problems very efficiently. In an early paper Reif [68] proposed

using randomization in parallel computation. In this paper he also solved many algebraic and

graph theoretic problems in parallel using randomization. Since then a new area of CS research has

evolved that tries to exploit the special features offered by both randomization and parallelization.

This paper demonstrates the power of randomization in obtaining efficient parallel algorithms

for various important computational problems.

1.4 Different types of randomized algorithms

Two types of randomized algorithms can be found in the literature: 1) those that always output

the correct answer but whose run-time is a random variable with a specified mean. These are called

Las Vegas algorithms; and 2) those that run for a specified amount of time and whose output will

be correct with a specified probability. These are called Monte Carlo algorithms. Primality testing

algorithm of Rabin [59] is of the second type.

The error of a randomized algorithm can either be 1-sided or 2-sided. Consider a randomized

algorithm for recognizing a language. The output of the circuit is either yes or no. There are

algorithms which when outputting yes will always be correct, but when outputting no they will

be correct with high probability. These algorithms are said to have 1-sided error. Algorithms that

have non zero error probability on both possible outputs are said to have 2-sided error.

1.5 Contents of this paper

The scope of this paper is to survey randomized parallel algorithms available for various com-

putational problems. We do not claim to give a comprehensive list of all the randomized parallel

algorithms that have been discovered so far. We only discuss representative examples which demon-

strate the special features of both randomization and parallelization. The areas of CS we consider

are: 1) routing and sorting, 2) processor load balancing, 3) algebra, and 4) graph theory. We also

discuss in this paper various ways of derandomizing randomized parallel algorithms.



2 Parallel Machine Models

A large number of parallel machine models have been proposed. Some of the widely accepted models

are: 1) fixed connection machines, 2) shared memory models, 3) the boolean circuit model, and 4)

the parallel comparison trees. In the randomized version of these models, each processor is capable

of making independent coin flips in addition to the computations allowed by the corresponding

deterministic version. The time complexity of a parallel machine is a function of its input size.

Precisely, time complexity is a function g(n) that is the maximum over all inputs of size n of

the time elapsed when the first processor begins execution until the time the last processor stops

execution.

Just like big-O function serves to represent the complexity bounds of deterministic algorithms,
˜O serves to represent the complexity bounds of randomized algorithms. We say a randomized

algorithm has resource (time, space etc.) bound ˜O(g(n)) if there exists a constant c such that the

amount of resource used by the algorithm (on any input of size n) is no more than cαg(n) with

probability ≥ 1 − 1/nα. We say a parallel algorithm is optimal if its processor bound Pn and time

bound Tn are such that PnTn = ˜O(S) where S is the time bound of the best known sequential

algorithm for that problem. Next we describe the machine models.

2.1 Fixed connection networks

A fixed connection network is a directed graph G(V,E) whose nodes represent processors and whose

edges represent communication links between processors. Usually we assume that the degree of each

node is either a constant or a slowly increasing function of the number of nodes in the graph.

2.2 Shared memory models

In shared memory models, a number (call it P ) of processors work synchronously communicating

with each other with the help of a common block of memory accessible by all. Each processor is a

random access machine [3]. Each step of the algorithm is an arithmetic operation, a comparison,

or a memory access. Several conventions are possible to resolve read or write conflicts that might

arise while accessing the shared memory. EREW PRAM is the shared memory model where no

simultaneous read or write is allowed on any cell of the shared memory. CREW PRAM is a variation

which permits concurrent read but not concurrent write. And finally, CRCW PRAM model allows

both concurrent read and concurrent write. Read or write conflicts in the above models are taken

care of with a priority scheme. For a discussion of further variations in PRAM models see [21].



2.3 Boolean circuits

A Boolean circuit on n input variables is a directed acyclic graph (dag) whose nodes of indegree 0

are labelled with variables & their negations, and the other nodes (also called gates) are labelled

with a boolean operation (like ∨,∧ etc.). The size of a circuit is defined to be the number of gates

in the circuit. Fan-in and depth of a circuit C are defined to be the maximum indegree of any node,

and the depth of the dag respectively. Let Σ be an alphabet set, and consider any language over

this alphabet set, W ⊆ Σn. We say that the Boolean circuit C accepts W if on any input w ∈ W ,

C evaluates to 1. The circuit size complexity of W is defined to be the size of the smallest circuit

accepting W .

Let A ⊆ Σ∗. The circuit size complexity of A is a function g : n → n such that g(n) is the circuit

size complexity of An where An = A ∩ Σn. The above definition implies that a recognizer for a

language is a family of Boolean circuits < αn >, each circuit of which accepts strings of a particular

length. We say A has polynomial size circuits if its circuit size complexity is bounded above by

a polynomial in the input size. The Boolean circuits defined above are language recognizers and

have a single output. The notion of a Boolean circuit can easily be extended to Boolean circuits

that compute an arbitrary function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m. The definitions of depth and size remain

unchanged.

2.4 Parallel comparison trees

A parallel comparison tree model (proposed by Valiant [89]) is the same as a sequential comparison

tree model of [3], except that in the parallel model at each node P comparisons are made. The

computation proceeds to a child of the node, the child being determined by the outcomes of the

comparisons made. This model is a much more powerful model than the ones seen before.

2.5 The Complexity Classes NC and RNC

We say a Boolean circuit family < αn > is uniform if the description of αn (for any integer n) can

be generated by a deterministic Turing machine (TM) in space O(log n) with n as the input.

With the definition of uniformity at hand, we can define a new complexity class, viz., the set

of all functions f computable by circuits of “small” depth. We define NCk to be the set of all

functions f computable by a uniform circuit family < αn > with size nO(1) and depth O(logk n).

Also define NC = ∪kNCk.

A randomized Boolean circuit is the same a Boolean circuit except that each node of the former,

in addition to performing a Boolean operation can also make a coin flip. A randomized Boolean

circuit on n input variables is said to compute a function f if it outputs the correct value of f



with probability > 1/2. Define RNCk to be the set of all functions computable by a uniform

family of randomized Boolean circuits < αn > with size nO(1) and depth O(logk n). Also, define

RNC = ∪kRNCk.

It should be mentioned that NC and RNC contain the same set of functions even when any

of the standard shared memory computer models are used to define them. Most of the problems

studied in this paper belong to RNC.

3 Randomized Parallel Algorithms for Routing and Sorting

How fast a parallel computer can run is determined by two factors: 1) how fast the individual pro-

cessors can compute, and 2) how fast the processors can communicate among themselves. The rapid

advance in VLSI technology makes it possible to increase the computational power of individual

processors arbitrarily and hence the time efficiency of a parallel machine is essentially determined

by the inter-processor communication speed. One of the main problems in the study of parallel

computers has been to design an N−processor realistic parallel computer whose communication

time is as low as permitted by the topology of its interconnection. A realistic parallel machine is

understood to be a fixed connection network. In-degree and out-degree in this network must be

low due to physical limitations.

Such a realistic parallel computer is not only a parallel machine on its own right, but also it

can be used to simulate any of the ideal computers (like PRAMs) very efficiently. One step of

communication in such a machine is: Each processor has a distinct packet of information that it

wants to send to some other processor. The task (also called routing) is to route the packets to

their destinations such that at the most one packet passes through any wire at any time, and all

the packets arrive at their destinations quickly. A communication step ends when the last packet

has reached its destination.

The problem of designing a realistic computer is then to come out with a topology for a fixed

connection network and to design an efficient routing algorithm for that topology. A fixed connec-

tion network topology together with its routing function is called a communication scheme.

Valiant [90] was the first to present an efficient randomized routing algorithm for a fixed con-

nection network called the binary n−cube. If N is the number of nodes in the network, the degree

of the binary n− cube is n = O(log N) and his routing algorithm runs in time ˜O(log N). This

work was followed by Upfal’s [88] who gave a routing algorithm with the same time bound for a

constant degree network. Both these algorithms had a queue size (i.e., the maximum number of

packets that any node will have at any time during execution) of ˜O(log N). Pippenger’s [57] routing

algorithm for a constant degree fixed connection network not only had the same time complexity



but also it had a queue size of O(1). Details of these algorithms are given in section 2.1.1.

In section 2.1.2 we will describe some of the important randomized sorting algorithms found in

the literature. Sorting is the process of rearranging a sequence of values in ascending or descending

order. Many application programs like compilers, operating systems etc. use sorting extensively to

handle efficiently tables and lists. Both due to its practical value and theoretical interest, sorting

has been an attractive area of research in CS.

A large number of deterministic parallel algorithms have been proposed for special purpose

networks called sorting networks (see [8] and [93]). Of these the most efficient algorithm is due to

Batcher [8]. His algorithm sorted N numbers in time O(log2 N) time using N log2 N processors.

Designing an algorithm to sort N numbers in O(log N) parallel time using a linear number of pro-

cessors was a long open problem. Reischuk [75] discovered a randomized algorithm that employed

N PRAM processors and ran in time ˜O(log N). This algorithm is impractical owing to its large

memory requirements. It was Reif and Valiant [73] who first gave a practical sorting algorithm

(FLASHSORT) that was optimal and ran on a network called cube connected cycles (CCC). This

was a randomized algorithm that used N processors to sort N numbers in time ˜O(log N). Since

Ω(N log N) is a well known lower bound [3] for sequential comparison sorting of N keys, their

algorithm is indeed optimal. A summary of this algorithm appears in section 2.1.2.

When the keys to be sorted are from a finite set, sorting becomes simple. Bucket-sort algorithm

[3] can be used to sort N integer keys (keys in the range [1, N ]) in N sequential steps. Does there

exist an optimal parallel algorithm for sorting integer keys (INTEGER SORT)? In otherwords,

is there a parallel algorithm that can sort N integer keys in O(log N) time using only N/ log N

processors? This question is answered in the affirmative by the randomized PRAM algorithm of

Rajasekaran and Reif [62]. Details of this algorithm will also appear in section 4.3.

It should be mentioned here that deterministic algorithms have been found to sort N general

keys on a constant degree network of linear size in time O(log N) by AKS [4] and Leighton [46].

Unfortunately these algorithms have large constants in their time bounds making them impractical.

This is a good instance where randomization seems to help in obtaining practical parallel algorithms

(remember [73]’s FLASHSORT has better constants). Recently Cole [14] has given a deterministic

optimal sorting algorithm for the CRCW PRAM model that has a small constant in its time

bound. But obtaining an optimal sorting algorithm (either deterministic or randomized) on any

fixed connection network with a small constant in the time bound is still an open problem.



3.1 Routing Algorithms

3.1.1 Valiant’s algorithm

Valiant’s routing algorithm [90] runs on an n−cube. Each node in the cube is named by an n−bit

binary vector (x1, . . . , xn). There are 2n nodes in the network and the degree of each node is n.

For any node e = (x1, . . . , xn), let ei stand for (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xn), where xi is the

complement of xi. Every node e is connected to n neighbours one in each dimension, i.e., e is

connected to ei, i = 1, . . . , n.

The algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, each packet is sent to a random

destination and in the second phase packets in the random destinations are sent to their correct

destinations. Each phase runs in time ˜O(n) and hence the whole algorithm runs in the same time

bound.

In phase I, at each time unit, every packet p chooses one of the dimensions at random. It decides

to traverse along this direction with probability 1/2. Once a packet chooses a dimension, it will not

choose it again. If a packet decides to traverse along the chosen dimension, it will enter a queue

in its current location. In phase II, each packet does the same thing, except that now the set of

dimensions to be traversed by a packet is determined by the shortest path between its destination

and the node that it starts its second phase from. Also, once a packet chooses a dimension in phase

II, it will traverse along it.

Each node contains n queues one for packets to be transmitted along each dimension. Each

packet p is associated with a set Up ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}. In phase I, it consists of the set of dimensions

along which possible transmissions have not yet been considered, and in phase II it consists of

dimensions along which transmission still has to take place. Each of the phases is said to be

finished when Up is empty for every p. One of the special features of Valiant’s algorithm is that

it is oblivious, i.e., the route taken by any packet is independent of the routes taken by the other

packets. This property is important for an algorithm to be applied in a distributed environment.

3.1.2 Upfal’s algorithm

Upfal’s [88] routing algorithm is applicable to a class of communication schemes he calls Bal-

anced Communication Schemes (BCS). Here, we will consider only an example of a BCS. The

topology of this communication scheme is a 2-way Digit Exchange Graph (2DEG). The number

of nodes in the graph (N) is m2m. Here again each processor is named by a binary vector of

length log m + m. The m rightmost bits of a node’s name is called its address and the other

bits constitute its prefix. The degree of each node is 2. The two edges leaving the processor

with an address b0, . . . , bα, . . . , bm−1 and a preifx α are connected to processors with the addresses



b0, . . . , bα, . . . , bm−1 and b0, . . . , bα, . . . , bm−1 and prefixes (α +1) mod m. Each group of processors

with the same prefix form one stage of the network.

Upfal’s algorithm is also a two phase algorithm, where packets are sent to random destinations

in the first phase and from random destinations to their actual destinations in the second phase.

Packets are given priority numbers, which are integers in the range [1, 3m − 1]. The priority of a

packet strictly increases on transitions. At any node packets with the least priority numbers are

given precedence over the others when their is a contention for an outgoing edge. In otherwords,

packets that have travelled less distance are given priority over those that have travelled more.

Consider a packet initially located in a processor with prefix α and which is destined for a

processor with address b0, . . . , bm−1 and prefix β. The first phase of the algorithm is performed in

two steps. First step of phase A takes the packet to a random destination with the same prefix

α. The packet undergoes m transitions. At each time, the packet chooses randomly one of the

edges that leave the node the packet is currently in. Since there are m stages in the network, the

packet will end up in a node with prefix α. In the second step of phase A, the packet traverses to

a random address in stage (prefix) β. This is done by (β − α) mod m transitions. Here again, the

packet chooses a random edge leaving its current location.

Phase B takes the packet to its final destination. At a transition leaving processor with prefix

i, the packet can enter either a processor with the same address or a processor with an address

different in the ith bit. The packet traverses according to the ith bit in its destination address.

Thus, m transitions are sufficient in phase B. The analysis of this algorithm is done using a new

technique called critical delay sequences. The algorithm is shown to run in time ˜O(m).

Pippenger’s [57] communication scheme has a topology of d-way Digit Exchange Graph. It is

very much similar to a 2DEG. It has kdk nodes and degree d. His algorithm successfully routes N

packets in time ˜O(log N). This algorithm also has a maximum queue size of O(1). Both Upfal’s

and Pippenger’s algorithm are oblivious. Recently Ranade [60] has given a simple algorithm for

constant queue routing on a Butterfly network.

3.2 Sorting Algorithms

In this section we will discuss [73]’s FLASHSORT algorithm. The sorting problem is: Given a set K

of N keys {k1, . . . , kN} and a total ordering < on them. To find a permutation σ = (σ(1), . . . , σ(N))

such that kσ(1) < . . . < kσ(N). Define the rank of a key k to be rank(k) = |{k′ ∈ K/k′ < k}|.



3.2.1 FLASHSORT

FLASHSORT runs on a fixed connection network called the cube connected cycles (CCC) having

N nodes with labels from {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} and constant degree. A CCC is nothing but an n-cube

with each one of its nodes being replaced by a cycle of n nodes. The n edges leaving each n-cube

node now leave from distinct nodes of the corresponding cycle. The CCC thus has n2n nodes.

Each of the nodes of the CCC initially contains a key. FLASHSORT sorts these keys by routing

each packet k ∈ K to a node j = rank(k). The algorithm consists of 4 steps. Step 1 finds a set

of 2n/nε, ε < 1 elements called the splitters that divide K when regarded as an ordered set, into

roughly equal intervals. In step 2, keys in each interval (determined by the splitters) are routed

to the sub-cube they belong to. This routing task is achieved using the two phase algorithm of

[90] described in section 2.1.1. After the second step, the keys will be approximately sorted. In

step 3, the rank of each key is determined and finally in step 4, each packet is routed to the node

corresponding to its rank.

In the above algorithm it is assumed that each node has a local memory of O(log N). The

algorithm has a time bound of ˜O(log N) and is optimal.

4 Randomized Algorithms for Load Balancing

If the number of arithmetic (or comparison) operations to be performed by an algorithm is S and

if we employ P processors to run the algorithm in parallel, then the best run time possible is S/P .

This best run time occurs when the work load is shared equally by all the processors. In this case

we obtain an optimal algorithm. Optimal parallel algorithms with run time O(log N) are of special

importance and these are called linear parallel algorithms. In this section we will discuss some of

the linear parallel algorithms found in the literature.

4.1 Parallel Tree Contraction

Tree problems arise frequently in CS. A simple example is evaluating an arithmetic expression,

which can be viewed as tree evaluation. Miller and Reif [54] give an optimal algorithm for parallel

tree contraction. Some of the many applications of this algorithm are: dynamic expression evalu-

ation, testing for isomorphism of trees, list ranking, computing canonical forms for planar graphs

etc. For the list ranking problem Cole and Vishkin [15] have presented an optimal deterministic

algorithm. For evaluating arithmetic expressions of length N Brent [11] has given a parallel algo-

rithm that employs N PRAM processors and runs in time O(log N). His algorithm needs a lot of

preprocessing. If no preprocessing is for free, then his algorithm seems to require O(log2 N) time.



The problem of evaluating an arithmetic expression without any preprocessing is called dynamic

expression evaluation.

An arithmetic expression is defined as follows. 1) Constants are arithmetic expressions; 2) If

E1 and E2 are arithmetic expressions, then so are E1±E2, E1 ∗E2, and E1/E2. As one can see, an

arithmetic expression can be represented as a binary tree whose internal nodes are operators and

whose leaves are constants. This tree is called an expression tree.

[11]’s algorithm first finds (by preprocessing) a separator set for the expression tree. A separator

set is a set of edges which when removed from the tree will divide the tree into almost equal sized

disjoint sub-trees. The algorithm evaluates the sub-expressions defined by the separator set in

parallel and combines the results. Since the size of the sub-trees decreases by a constant factor at

each step, only O(log N) steps are needed. This algorithm, clearly, is a top down algorithm. [54]

give a bottom up algorithm for dynamic expression evaluation.

They define two operators viz., RAKE and COMPRESS on rooted trees such that at most

O(log N) of these operations are needed to reduce any tree with N nodes to a single node. They

also give an efficient implementation of these operations on a CRCW PRAM.

Let T = (V,E) be a rooted tree with N nodes and root r. Let RAKE be the operation

of removing all the leaves from T (this operation intuitively corresponds to evaluating a node if

all of its children have been evaluated or partially evaluating a node if some of its children have

been evaluated). We say a sequence of nodes v1, . . . , vk is a chain if vi+1 is the only child of vi for

1 ≤ i ≤ k and vk has exactly one child that is not a leaf. Let COMPRESS be the operation on

T that contracts all the maximal chains of T in one step. If a node has been partially evaluated

except for one child, then the value of the node is a linear function of the child, say aX + b, where

X is a variable. Thus a chain is a sequence of nodes each of which is a linear function of its child.

Let CONTRACT be the simultaneous application of RAKE and COMPRESS. [54] prove only

O(log N) CONTRACT operations are necessary to reduce T to its root. Their CRCW PRAM

randomized algorithm runs in time ˜O(log N) employing O(N/ log N) processors.

4.2 Parallel Hashing

PRAM models of parallel computation are powerful, elegant, and algorithms written for PRAM

machines are simpler. But these models are not practical. One of the problems in the theory

of parallel computation is to simulate shared memory on a more realistic computer viz., a fixed

connection network. Karlin and Upfal’s [32] randomized scheme for implementing shared memory

on a butterfly network enables N processors to store and retrieve an arbitrary set of N data items

in ˜O(log N) parallel steps. Since a butterfly network has a constant degree, this time bound is



optimal. A number of authors have worked on this problem before. The best previous result was

due to [6] who showed that T arbitrary PRAM steps can be simulated in a bounded degree network

in ˜O(T log2 N) time. [32]’s algorithm improves this bound to an optimal ˜O(T log N).

[32]’s PRAM simulation is based on a scheme they call parallel hashing. The scheme combines

the use of universal hash functions [12] for distributing the variables among the processors and a

randomized algorithm (very much similar to the one given in section 2.1.1) for executing memory

requests. Simulation of a single step of PRAM step involves communication between each processor

that wishes to access a variable and the processor storing that variable. A single PRAM instruction

is executed by sending messages to the processor storing the variable that each processor wishes to

access and back in the case of read instruction.

Ranade [60] also gives an optimal algorithm for the above problem which is better than [32]’s.

Other examples of optimal algorithms are: INTEGERSORT of Rajasekaran and Reif [62],

connectivity algorithm of Gazit [24], etc.

5 Parallel Randomized Algorithms in Algebra

Examples considered in this section are: 1) testing a polynomial for identity; 2) testing if AB = C

for integer N ×N matrices A,B, and C; and 3)testing for the existence of a perfect matching in a

graph.

5.1 Testing for Polynomial Identity

Given a polynomial Q = Q(x1, . . . , xN ) in N variables over the field F. It is desired to check

if Q is identically 0. If I is any set of elements in the field F such that |I| ≥ c degree(Q), then

the number of elements of I × . . . × I which are zeros of Q is at most |I|N/c. This fact suggests

the following randomized algorithm for solving the given problem: 1) choose an I such that |I| >

degree(Q) and c > 2; 2) choose at random m elements of I × . . . × I and on each vector of values

check if the polynomial is non zero. If on all these m vectors Q evaluates to zero, conclude Q is

identically zero. If on at least one vector Q evaluates to a non zero value, then Q is non zero.

If c > 2 and Q is non zero, probability that a random vector of I × . . . × I is a zero of Q is at

most 1/2. Therefore, probability that only zeros of Q are picked in m independent steps is at most

2−m. If m = O(log N), this probability is at most N−α, α > 1. This randomized algorithm can

easily be parallelized. We have N log N collection of processors, each collection chooses a random

N -vector from I × . . . × I and evaluates Q on it. The results are combined later. Since we can

evaluate a multivariate polynomial in O(log N) time using a polynomial number of processors, the

entire algorithm runs in time ˜O(log N) using NO(1) processors.



5.2 Is AB = C?

Given N ×N integer matrices A,B, and C. To test if AB = C. Reif [68] shows that a randomized

PRAM with time bound ˜O(log N) and processor bound N2/ log N can solve this problem. The idea

is to choose randomly and independently m column vectors x ∈ {−1, 1}N and test if A(Bx) = Cx.

This test is done by a randomized PRAM within time ˜O(log N) and (N2/ log N) processors by

forming N/ log N binary trees of processors, each of size 2N and depth O(log N) and pipelining

the required dot products.

Freivalds [23] shows that if AB �= C, for a random x, probability[A(Bx) = Cx] < 1/2. And

hence, the probability of error in the above algorithm can be made arbitrarily small, by choosing a

sufficiently large m.

5.3 Testing for the Existence of a Perfect Matching

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertices V = {1, . . . , N}. To test if G has a

perfect matching. Tutte [87] showed that a graph has a perfect matching iff a certain matrix of

indeterminates called the Tutte matrix is non-singular. The Tutte matrix M is defined as: 1)

Mij = xij if (i, j) ∈ E and i < j; 2) Mij = −xij if (i, j) ∈ E and i > j; and 3) Mij = 0 otherwise.

Here xij , j = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . , j − 1 are indeterminates. Since the determinant of M is a

multivariate polynomial, we can test if it is identically zero in parallel quickly using the algorithm

of section 2.3.1.

6 Randomized Parallel Graph Algorithms

Graph theory finds application in every walk of life, more so in the field of computer science.

Efficient sequential algorithms have been found for numerous graph problems. But unfortunately,

not many efficient parallelization of these algorithms have been made. Randomization seems to

play an important role in parallelizing graph algorithms as evidenced from the literature. In this

section we will demonstrate this with representative examples. In particular, we will look at: 1)

Symmetric complementation games of Reif [69]; 2) the random mating lemma of [70]; 3) the depth

first search algorithm of Aggarwal and Anderson [2]; and 4) the maximal independent set algorithm

of Luby [49].

6.1 Symmetric Complementation

Reif [69] has discovered a class of games he calls symmetric complementation games. These games

are interesting since their related complexity classes include many well known graph problems.



Some of these problems are: 1) finding minimum spanning forests; 2) k-connectivity; 3) k-blocks;

4)recognition of chordal graphs, comparability graphs, interval graphs, split graphs, permutation

graphs, and constant valance planar graphs. For all these problems [69] gives sequential algorithms

requiring simultaneously logarithmic space and polynomial time. Furthermore, he also gives ran-

domized parallel algorithms requiring simultaneously logarithmic time and a polynomial number

of processors thus showing that all these problems are in RNC.

6.2 The Random Mating Lemma and Optimal Connectivity

Let G = (V,E) be any graph. Suppose we assign for each vertex v ∈ V , independently and

randomly SEX(v) ∈ {male, female}. Let vertex v be active if there exists at least one departing

edge (v, u) ∈ E(v �= u). We say the vertex v is mated if SEX(v) = male and SEX(u) = female for

at least one edge (v, u) ∈ E. Then, the Random Mating Lemma of [70] states that with probability

1/2 the number of mated vertices is at least 1/8 of the total vertices.

The random mating lemma naturally leads to an elegant randomized algorithm [70] for the

connectivity problem, i.e., the problem of computing the connected components of a graph, that

has a run time of ˜O(log |V |) on the PRAM model using |V | + |E| processors. In an earlier thesis

Shiloach and Vishkin [80] have presented a deterministic algorithm for connectivity that has the

same resource bounds. But, the random mating lemma has been used by Gazit [24] to obtain

an optimal randomized algorithm for connectivity that runs in time ˜O(log |V |) and uses (|V | +

|E|)/ log(|V |) processors.

6.3 Depth First Search

The problem of performing Depth First Search (DFS) in parallel was studied by many authors

([67],[17], etc.) and they conjectured that DFS was inherently sequential. However, NC algorithms

were given for DFS of some restricted class of graphs by Smith [81] for planar graphs, and Ghosh

and Bhattacharjee [25] for directed acyclic graphs. It was Aggarwal and Anderson [2] who first

gave an RNC algorithm for DFS.

The DFS problem is: Given a graph G = (V,E) and a vertex r, construct a tree T that

corresponds to a depth first search of the graph starting from the vertex r. The DFS algorithm of

[2] is a divide and conquer algorithm. They first find an initial portion of the DFS tree which allows

them to reduce the problem to DFS in trees of less than half the original size. This algorithm has

O(log N) levels of recursion.

An initial segment is a rooted subtree T ′ that can be extended to some DFS tree T . They give

an RNC algorithm to construct an initial segment with the property that the largest component



of V − T ′ (i.e., G after removal of T ′ from it) has size at most N/2 (N being th size of the original

graph). This initial segment T ′ is then extended to a DFS as follows. Let C be a connected

component of V − T ′. There is a unique vertex x ∈ T ′ of greatest depth that is adjacent to some

vertex of C. Let y ∈ C be adjacent to x. Construct a DFS tree for C rooted at y. Connect this

tree to T ′ using the edge from x to y. This is performed independently for each component. This

algorithm is applied recursively to finding DFS of components of V − T ′. Since finding an initial

segment is in RNC, the whole algorithm is in RNC.

6.4 Maximal Independent Set

Given an undirected graph G(V,E). The problem is to find a maximal collection of vertices such

that no two vertices in the collection are adjacent. There is a trivial linear time sequential algorithm

for this problem [3]. An efficient parallel algorithm did not exist for this problem until Karp and

Wigderson [34] presented a randomized algorithm that utilized O(N2) EREW PRAM processors

and ran in time ˜O(log4 N). Luby [49] later gave a simplified randomized algorithm with a time

bound of ˜O(log2 N) and processor bound O(M) (where M is the number of edges and N is the

number of vertices in G). This algorithm also has the property that it can be made deterministic.

Some details of this property will be discussed in section 2.5.2.

A summary of [49]’s algorithm for the maximal independent set (MIS) problem: This is an

iterative algorithm. At each step of the algorithm, certain number of nodes will be decided to be

in the MIS and certain number of edges will be deleted from G. The algorithm iterates on the

resultant graph G′(V ′, E′). At each step of the algorithm at least a constant fraction of edges will

be removed. Therefore, the algorithm will terminate after ˜O(log N) iterations.

At any iteration of the algorithm that starts with G′(V ′, E′), every node v ∈ V ′ decides (in-

dependently) to add itself to the MIS with probability 1/2d(v), d(v) being its degree. Let I ′ be

the set of all nodes that decide to add themselves to the MIS in this step. Check if there is an

edge between any pair of vertices in I ′. For every such edge, the node with the smaller degree is

deleted from I ′. A tie is broken arbitrarily. Add the resultant I ′ to the MIS. And finally delete all

the nodes in I ′ and its neighbours from G′. The resultant graph is what the next iteration of the

algorithm starts with.

Since each step of the algorithm gets rid of a constant fraction of edges, the algorithm terminates

in ˜O(log N) iterations. Also notice that at any step of the algorithm no more than O(M) processors

are needed. Each step of the algorithm takes ˜O(log N) time and hence the whole algorithm runs

in time ˜O(log2 N).



7 Derandomization of Parallel Randomized Algorithms

Computer Scientists have made some effort to make randomized algorithms deterministic owing

mainly to the fact that our computers are deterministic and are unable to generate truly random

numbers. Four techniques have been discovered so far: 1) the usage of psuedo-random numbers in

the place of truly random numbers; 2) reducing the size of the probability space so an exhaustive

search in the space can be done; 3)deterministic coin tossing; and 4) combinatorial construction.

No work has been done to parallelize the fourth technique. This section is devoted to introducing

the reader to the first three methodologies as applicable to parallel algorithms.

7.1 Psuedo-Random Number Generation

Informally, a psuedo-random sequence is a sequence of bits generated by a deterministic program

from a random seed such that a computer with “limited” resources won’t be able to distinguish

it from a truly random sequence. Examples of psuedo-random number generators include linear

congruential generators, additive number generators, etc. [36]. All of the randomized algorithms

that are currently being used in practice use only psuedo-random generators of one type or the

other in the place of true random generators.

In [72] a parallel NC algorithm is given which can generate N c (for any c > 1) psuedo-random

bits from a seed of N ε, (ε < 1) truly random bits. This takes polylog time using N ε′ processors

where ε′ = kε for some fixed constant k > 1. The psuedo-random bits output by this algorithm

can not be distinguished from truly random bits in polylog time using a polynomial number of

processors with probability ≥ 1
2 + 1

NO(1) if the multiplicative inverse problem can not be solved in

RNC.

As a corollary to their algorithm, they also show that given any parallel algorithm (over a wide

class of machine models) with time bound T (N) and processor bound P (N), it can be simulated

by a parallel algorithm with time bound T (N) + O(log N log log N), processor bound P (N)N ε′ ,

and only using N ε truly random bits.

7.2 Probability Space Reduction

Any randomized algorithm generates certain number (say R) of mutually independent random

numbers (say in the range [1, L]) during its execution. Any randomized algorithm can be made

deterministic by running it on every possible sequence of R numbers (in the range [1, L]). The set

of all these sequences (that constitute a probability space) usually is of exponential size. There are

algorithms [49] which will run even if the random numbers generated are only pairwise independent.



When the random numbers are only pairwise independent, the size of the probability space might

reduce tremendously enabling us to do an exhaustive search quickly.

In Luby’s [49] randomized algorithm for MIS (section 2.4.4), remember, if the program starts

an iteration with the graph G′(V ′, E′), each node v ∈ V ′ decides to add itself to the MIS with a

probability 1/2d(v), d(v) being the degree of v. It was assumed that the decisions of the nodes

were mutually independent. It turns out that the algorithm runs correctly with the same time and

processor bounds even if they are only pairwise independent.

[49] also constructs a probability space of size O(N2) (N being the number of nodes in the input

graph) and defines N pairwise independent events E1, . . . , EN in this space such that Prob.[Ev] =

1/2d(v) for each v ∈ V . This probability space then makes his algorithm deterministic with the same

time bound and a processor bound of O(MN2). This idea has been extended to k-wise (k ≥ 2)

independent events by [33]. They also show that using k log N random bits we can construct a

sequence of N random bits such that every k bits are mutually independent.

7.3 Deterministic Coin Tossing

Consider the following problem: Given a connected directed graph G(V,E). The indegree and

outdegree of each vertex is 1. Such a graph forms a directed circuit and is called a ring. We define

a subset U of V to be an r-ruling set of G if: 1)no two vertices of U are adjacent; and 2) for each

vertex v ∈ V there is a directed path from v to some vertex in U whose edge length is at the most

r. The problem is to find an r-ruling set of G for a given r.

We can use the following simple randomized algorithm: 1) in the first step, each node in the

graph chooses to be in the ruling set with a probability of 1/r; and 2) in the second step each group

of adjacent (in G) nodes chosen in step1, randomly choose one of them to be in the ruling set.

Cole and Vishkin [15] give a deterministic algorithm for obtaining an r-ruling set. We will

consider here only the case r = log n. Their algorithm finds a log n-ruling set in O(1) time on the

EREW PRAM model.

input representation: The vertices are given in an array of length n. The entries of the array

are numbered from 0 to n − 1 (each being a log n bit binary number). Each vertex has a pointer

to the next vertex in the ring.

algorithm Processor i is assigned to entry i of input array (for simplicity entry i is called the vertex

i). Let SERIAL0(i) = i for i = 0, . . . , n−1. Let i2 be the vertex following i in the ring and j be the

index of the right most bit in which i and i2 differ. Processor i sets SERIAL1(i) = j, i = 0, . . . , n−1.

Note that for all i, SERIAL1(i) is a number between 0 and log n − 1. We say SERIAL1(i) is

a local minimum if SERIAL1(i) ≤ SERIAL1(i1) and



SERIAL1(i) ≤ SERIAL1(i2) (where i1 and i2 are vertices preceding and following i respectively).

Define a local maximum similarly. It can be seen that the number of vertices in the shortest path

from any vertex in G to the next local extremum is at the most log n. Thus the extrema satisfy

condition 2 for the log n ruling set. From among local extrema, there might be chains of successive

vertices in G. [15] pick a unique node deterministically from each such chain. Thus a subset of all

the extrema forms a log n-ruling set.

[15] call the above technique deterministic coin tossing. They use this technique to solve many

graph problems like list ranking, selecting the nth smallest out of n elements, finding minimum

spanning forest in a graph etc.

8 Conclusion

Randomization is a powerful tool in developing parallel algorithms which have small processor and

time bounds. It also appears to significantly simplify the structure of parallel algorithms. This fact

has been demonstrated in this paper. Techniques for making randomized algorithms deterministic

have also been explored.
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